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Jan Garbarek Group - Dresden In Concert (2009)

  

  CD 1  01 Paper Nut  02 The Tall Tear Trees  03 Heitor  04 Twelve Moons  05 Rondo Amoroso
 06 Tao  07 Milagre Dos Peixes    CD 2  01 There Were Swallows  02 The Reluctant
Saxophonist  03 Transformations  04 Once I Dreamt A Tree Upside Down  05 Fugl  06
Maracuja  07 Grooving Out!  08 Nu Bein’  09 Voy Cantando  
 Jan Garbarek (soprano and tenor saxophones, silje flute),  Rainer Brüninghaus (piano,
keyboards),  Yuri Daniel (bass),  Manu Katché (drums)    

 

  

It's hard to believe that after recording as a leader for 40 years, Dresden: In Concert is Jan
Garbarek's first-ever live album. He has recorded sparely in 21st century thus far, but he has
toured regularly. For those who think that Garbarek abandoned jazz some time ago, this will be
a shock. Dresden is an engaged, kinetic, double-disc, two-hour performance of his quartet
playing in the modern jazz idiom and using all of its tenets -- from complex harmonics and
rhythmic invention to extended lyric improvisation -- to create a tour de force that honors all the
music he holds dear.

  

Garbarek plays tenor, soprano, and the selje flute; he is accompanied by his regular group that
includes drummer Manu Katche, pianist/keyboadist Rainer Brüninghaus, and electric bassist
Yuri Daniel. There are 16 compositions that include tracks from his own albums -- some of them
radically but exquisitely revamped for this quartet and performance. There are also tunes by his
bandmates, and an extended, stellar reading of Milton Nascimento's gorgeous "Milagro Dos
Piexes," that features some of the most inventive and dynamic dialogue between Garbarek and
Brüninghaus on record.

  

The forcefulness of Garbarek's own playing will surprise casual listeners while making veteran's
reference his earliest recordings for ECM. His solo on the opening cut, "Paper Nut" (a tune he
composed for L. Shankar's Song for Everyone album), is immediately recognizable, yet is
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startling for its forcefulness and physicality. Likewise, Katche's double-timed yet groove-laden
syncopation provides a backdrop for the saxophonist to move his harmonically extended
meditation to the margins. And he does so in the middle, recalling the fireworks of his earliest
recordings. His knotty arpeggios go head to head with his drummer, who simply cannot be
shaken. When the ensemble comes together in the middle of the tune, they swing hard, and are
added to by a gorgeous solo from Brüninghaus. Katche's in an amazing foil for Garbarek,
because he understands not only the intricate shapeshifting and intensities in jazz, but has
street grooves and rhythm & blues shuffles down cold -- in both vintage and modern contexts --
as well. Garbarek radically reworks "Once I Wished a Tree Upside Down," a piece he wrote for
Trilok Gurtu's Living Magic album. Whereas the former was comprised mainly of hand drums
and synthesizers, this version, introduced by Brüninghaus playing a South African township
cadence on the piano and Katche's breakbeats, is both streetwise and folk-rooted while being
utterly redolent of 21st millennium jazz. The ballad "There Were Swallows" (one of the tunes
from 1992's Twelve Moons album) loses none of its graceful restraint here, fueled by
Brüninghaus' piano and sung poetically by Garbarek's soprano. The final track on the set, "Voy
Cantando" from 1988's Legend of the Seven Dreams, clocks in at over 11 minutes and is
arguably the toughest thing here; it's funky but with a long modal excursion in the middle and a
very complex, tenor solo from Garbarek. "Maracuja" carries within it an easy sense of swing, a
reggae backbeat, and contains killer basswork by Daniel, all within a folk song. The same goes
for "Heitor," which commences with a folkish melody and extends itself into the hinterlands of
creative ensemble playing while losing none of its ability to swing.

  

In sum, Dresden is an event, not only in Garbarek's career, but in ECM's as we'll -- after all, it's
their 40th anniversary this year, too -- in the same way that the Keith Jarrett's Köln Concert or
the Out-of-Towners' trio date was. It's a live concert recording capturing nearly all the energy,
creativity, and presences of sound and dynamics on compact disc that audiences in the seats
encountered. ---Thom Jurek, Rovi
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